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‘1‘3'Claims. (Cl. 240-4125) 

This invention relates to an adjustable electric lamp 
structure and, more particularly, to ayminer’sjsafety 
lamp of the type commonly referred to as a miner’s cap 
lamp. In general, this form of lamp is made up of av 
headpiece in‘ which an. electric lamp is secured. Also, 
provided are means for supporting the headpiece on a 
cap, hat or other part of the clothing worn by a miner 
together with an electric storage battery which is sup 
ported by a suitable holding device around the waist of 
the miner. 
battery upwardly to the headpiece. V . ' ' 

Currently, miner’s electric cap lamps are equipped 
with two bulbs or, with a re?ector and two-?lament bulb.v 
In the two-?lament bulb, one ?lament is located at or 
near the focal point of the re?ector and the‘ other ?.la— 
ment is located a short distance away from the focal 

‘ point. Either ?lament provides a satisfactory light pat 
_ tern when used with a matte-?nished re?ector, but only, 
the ?lament most nearly in focus provides a satisfac 
tory beam when used with a specular ?nished ‘re?ector 
of the class now employed most extensively in the- art. 
More recent cap lamp models have included a‘ focussing 
device but it affected only the more central filament, 
and did not improve the light beam from the second 
?lament as well as the ?rst.‘ Thus the tendency has. 
been for the miner to use'the same focussed ?lament. 
every day and to reserve the second ?lament‘ for tem 
porary and generally unsatisfactory use in event of ‘.‘burn-, 
out” of the correctly focussed ?lament. . . ~ 

The present invention is based on the novel concept 
of combining ?lament energization and beam focussing 
in one simpli?ed turning adjustment. .To accomplish 
this objective, I have devised a lamp and electrical'switch 
arrangement wherein I provide means responsive . to 
movement of the electrical switch for focussing a re-' 
?ected beam of light from the lamp. The arrangement 

vAn electrical conductor extends from the. 
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bodies,'which is utilized to open and close independent 
circuits ‘to’ each ‘of the ?laments in a two ?lament bulb, 
may also be employed to activate the re?ector position 
ing apparatus in a 'predetremined sequence capable of 
being repeated throughout the useful working life of the 

The nature of ‘the invention and its objects, as well' as 
other novel features, will be more fully understood and 
appreciated from the following description of a pre 
ferred“ embodiment selected for purposes of illustration 

- and shown in the accompanying drawings in which: 
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Fig. l is a side‘ elevational view illustrating the adjust- . 
able lamp structure ofv the invention for use with a 
miner’s cap or other supporting means, and, further indi-. 
eating a storage battery and electrical conductor of the 
class commonly carried by a miner inv conjunction with 
a miner’s cap lamp; ' 

Fig. 2 is a front elevational view of the lamp struc-‘ 
ture shown in Fig. 1; 

. Fig. 3 is a ‘cross-section taken on the line 3—-3> of 
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1 Fig. 4 is a cross-section taken on the line 4—4 of 
‘Fig. 3; . ' ‘ _ 

' Fig. .5 is a cross-section taken on the line 5-5 of 
Fig. 3; 

Fig. 6. is a detail elevational view of a focussing sleeve 
element; ~ ' t 

. Fig. 7 is a detail perspective view of a rotor switch 
element; and . ‘ 

, Figs. 8-11 inclusiveare diagrammatic views illustrat-v 
ing a series 'of sequence positions assumed by the rotor 
switch element and re?ector positioning apparatus in 
operation. ' 5 . ' ‘ ' ‘ a 

, Referrin'gmore in detail to the structure shown in the 
drawings, numeral 2. denotes a cup shaped lamp enclo 
sure .body which may preferably consist of Bakelite or 
other rigid molded plastic. As shown in Figs. 1-3, the 
enclosure body is recessed at one side to de?ne a cham 
ber 4 which is normally closed by means of a glass lens 
6. adjustably secured in place by‘means of a threaded 
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noted is well adapted for use in focussing a light beam > 
from either a‘ single ?lament lamp or multiple ?lament 
lamp, but is especially suited for use with a lamp hav 
ing two ?laments. The several‘ components referred to 
are arranged in such relation to. one another as to pro 
vide ‘for sequential operation of each ?lament of a two 
?lament lamp whereby each ?lament is used interchange 
ably. Selective focussing of light from either ?lament, 
takes place as a part of each sequence operation. 

~ I have found that these concepts of sequential opera 
tion may be practically embodied in one form, in an 
adjusting lamp structure in which aunique rotor switch 
device is combined in interlocking relationship with a 
special re?ector positioning apparatus. Both of these 
units are so designed and organized with respect to a 
bulb and re?ector structure as to maintain a high stand 
ard of safety and durability. _ - 

An important feature ‘of the invention is the construc~ 
tion of the rotor switch in the (form of a pair of cylin 
drically shaped conductor bodies with which is com 
bined an eccentric element. By means of .the eccentric 
element, rotative movement of the cylindrical switch 
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> iently supported a bulb 18 (Fig. 3). 

An electrical conductor cord 10 is connected through 
one side of the enclosure 2 and, at its opposite end, is 
connected to a storage battery 12 of the type utilized 
in conjunction‘ with well-known charging devices. At 
the outer rear’ wall‘ of the enclosure 2 is a clip element ' 
14 foruse in attachingthe lamp structure to supporting 
part of a miner’scap vor the like, as suggested in Fig. l. 

Solidly secured in a centrally located opening in the 
enclosure'body2'is a lamp socket 16 in which is resil 

The latter mem 
her is held between the lens 6 and resilient projecting 
contact arms 20 and 22 which are secured within the 
enclosure body as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The bulb 
18 includes two ?laments 24 and 26 which, as shown 
in Figs. 8-1-1- inclusive, are electrically connected to two 
bulb contacts 28 and 30'. The two bulb contacts are 
normally supported against both of the resilient contact 
arms 20 and 22 so that two independent sources of‘ 
illumination are constantly provided, either of which may 

' be separately energized at will. 
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"Current. is led in through the electrical conductor 10' 
to a terminal T secured in a recess 32 in the enclosure 
body at one side of the socket 16, as best shown in Fig. 
4. In accordance with the invention, I provide a special 

_ rotor switch for selectively controlling ?ow of current 
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through the two ?laments 24 and 26. The rotor switch 
‘device is rotatably mounted between two opposite sides 
of the recess 32 immediately above the terminal T and 
consists of two'cylindrically shaped conductor parts 36 

-‘ and 38~arranged ,in axially spaced-apart ‘relation and’ 
joined to one another'by means of an eccentric pin 40. 



The eccentric pin 40 is formed of an electrically con 
ducting material and is covered with an outer annular 
shielding of insulation 42. Conductor part 38 is ‘formed 
with a bearing stub 38' which is rotatably received in 
a~suitable£opening inlthe"e'nclbsure body 2 3while' Icon‘; 
ductor; part-36 isf ?xed to‘ Taspindl'e lt?iwhichprojects 
through the enclosure body 2 and has ?xed at’ the outer 
end thereof aiknurled operating button 48. -" 1‘ “ ‘ 
iwThe- outer ‘peripheral surf-ace2 o'ficonductor part 38 is; 
arranged to lie in rolling contact with a resilient brush‘ 
element 50 extend-inglifrom the terminal T, andit-his brush 
element 59 is‘formed with ably-portion‘ 52a (Fig-7), for‘ 
engaging in .one-orthelother- of two V's‘ s‘lots-las ‘52 in; 
memberi3~8 to thereby'llocate and’de‘?ne two on? positions‘: 
The remaining ?conductor 1‘ part=~36Y is" '- also arrangedfto 
lie-inrlvi-iitilinglcontactl with projecting brush'extrer'nities 
22' and 23!- (Fig. 4)‘ 1of'~spring"contact elements 22 and? 
23; respectively. PAs shownin ‘Figs-F3 'and‘?ill inclusive, 
extremities‘ ' 22." and 23'} are L arranged- 1 to’ occur‘ at i di 
ametrically opposite sides of the-peripheralsuriace of 
conductor part 36‘, and thus two pathsP'are completed 
through which :current may ?ow‘ to the‘ ?laments under 
certain circumstances. ’ '- ’ ‘ ' ~ ‘ 

i-i-An-importancelfeature of the invention is the provision 
of special insulating means for selectively controlling‘?ow 
ofl current through one orr'the other‘ of'th‘e brush extremif 
ties 22', 23' in an alternating manner. The insulating 
means-consists of insulat-ing‘strip 54'which extends around 
the periphery of conductor part 36 through an arc ‘of 
approximately 180°; This insulating strip-isearra'nged‘ to 
project outwardly into the path of the two brush extreme" 
tiesizl’ and 23/1150" that e-for-on'e-half ial‘revolutionei'the 
insulating strip 54 may hold one of the prbje'ctingj ex?‘ 
tr'em'itiesi out-of contact'wi-thithe- conductor part- 36 While 
the remaining-extension isimaking an electrical contact? 
During the next one-half'revolution of the conductor part" 
36, the remaining extremity of a respective contact‘ arm is 
moved out of contact and the ?rst‘ extension is ‘allowed 
to ‘engage; Also, at one point for a shortarc of‘rota-' 
tion'both of the'iextremities' 22’ c and 23'Pare held “out‘of 
contactwith ‘the conductor part ‘361and withfur‘thier turn; 
ing another ?lament'r'nay'beienergized; ‘ ~ = ‘" “ 

~Ther manner ing'which- the» filament- energizing circuits 
are completed through the bulb may, if‘ desired; be ‘ac? 
complished in various ways. As illustrative of one par 
ticular~circuit= arangementyI haveeillustrate'd‘th‘e form 
shown‘dia'grammatically in Figs: 8'-1*1>inc'lu“sive:~’“ ' 
-Ait'tention‘isrdrawn to Figs. »'4- and‘7- in-rwhichv current 

from the battery‘ may ?ow-trout brush element-50mm‘ 
the<rotor switch component 38; then through the eccentric‘ 
pin 440;;and' tor-cylindrical conductor part 361w ‘InY-the 
Figs 8 position, the insulation strip-~54finterrupts ‘?owi 
of current to-either‘?la‘ment». ' l' ' ‘ 

"When the rotor switch is'turned througha short are of 
travel into the position, for example, of Fig; 9; ?ow of 
current goes‘from part 36 to' the contact-22' to bulb 
contact‘ 30 to ?lament 24 to the 'bulb- contact128‘to 

current. > e > ' ' -' ~When the rotor switch is turned into a position such 

as shown in Fig. 10, both circuits to the ?laments 21 and’ 
26areheld open.- - - ' '4 I -- t " 

In~the position of ‘Fig. 11 in which the rotor switch 
has been turned through‘ another-short arc of travel, ?ow‘ 
of current may» golthrough- part ‘36' to the contact 23 to 
the bulb base connection 23a, then to ?lament~26 to base 
contact~28. Thuslother ?lamentsmay be selectively en 
ergizedat- will. > -- ~ ~ " ‘ ‘ ~ * 

In combination with this selective switch device de 
scribed above-,~I~provide a--re?ector-'and' re?ector~posi4~ 
tioning'apparatus which is actuated ‘iniresponsetdrotative 
movement of the switch." Nurheral??denotes‘a re?ector 
member-Which ~isT releasablyw‘secur‘ed inr"a“tubular‘part 
62jslidahly disposed around "the socket ‘1'6. The"sleev'e" 
62lis5fornied withea" groove “64f’int'dwhich: extends"e'ril 
ga'ging pins166 andée?'xedinlrespecti‘“ M " ‘w 
72;» g 5;‘; .1’ 11:53. 2". 
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70 and 72 which are pivotally supported on either side 
of a recessed pivot block 74 formed in the enclosure body 
at an opposite side from the rotor switch location. At 
their lower ends the lever elements are formed with yoked 
extremities 76 and 78 which are engaged around the 
eccentric insulating sleeve 42 as shown in Fig. 4. 
The reflector 60 is detachably'supported in the enlarged 

end 62a. 0.15 tube-.61- .omninss 6212, illt'illd ‘63.1.1: are adapted 
to receive lockiliigv pins: iliently supported in a 
spring ring 65. The reduced end of the re?ector is nor; 
m'a‘l'ltismpped intQ thief ¢ii1érg¢d“e?d. 62. ‘with. ths’cé'é? 
i'ngs" 6'3 l'eleasably"erig'aging ‘in ' 'ings, formedin‘the 
re?ector, as suggested in Fig. 3'. " ' ' 

In operating‘ the re?ector,‘ positioning apparatus now 
described, the knurled knob,‘ 48 is} turned and the rotor 
switch first movesi‘ffo‘m‘a holding ‘er “'0 ” position in 
which the V-shaped contact is engaged in one of the V 
slots in the conductorpart 38. Such a position isrepre 
sentéd 'di‘ grammatically" in ; Fig. S‘in" which neither ?la 
rri‘e’r'itr’cir‘cpi't’is‘energized. "Rotativ‘e riiov'é‘rnentcau's'es ‘the 
co'nductor'par‘t 38% p ‘underthe'f Visha'ped contact‘ 50a 
zind‘aftéir‘afshoft arc- travel onetoff'the contacts, a's'~ 
22",'cornes into electrical engagement with the remaining 

duit'"through‘the'?lament 24. 'At' this pointfthe ‘light 
which “is pfgiduced "from '?rs't'energizing this'?lament' 24 
is " n'o'f ‘foCuS‘sedJ' ‘ However,‘ the 'rot'a‘tive' vmovement er the‘ 
switch element has only t'o';be"continued for ‘a ‘very 
slight distance to cause ‘the"'eccentric"40>'to act on the‘ 
yoleed lever‘ pprtions'76Land'78 and to‘movevthe‘re?ector 
tabe'sz‘amr re?ectance r'ea'rwa‘rdly ‘into' a position which 
will‘proyide'a Correct'focus“for'the ?lament'?', ass-11g? 
géstedvm?g‘ >9_ . . 

_. _ , v, . 

iPu‘rth'ei: rotative vmovement into the position shownin 
Fig; 10' "Will causethisgenergizedt?lament‘to be ‘de-en'erJ 
gi‘z'ed, thus‘interrupting'all ‘operation er the lamp. ' ' " 
‘In’the next‘sli’ght arc of't'rayel‘of vtheroto‘f‘switch. 

the remaining ?lament 26 is’ energized and‘, ?nally, in the 
last part vor the’re'voliitio'n or ‘travel ‘or the’ rotor" switch, 
the second~ focussing ‘for the'v?larrie'nt" beam‘is' 'acco'in!‘ 
plis‘hed,"as'indic‘ated‘in Fig. 11'. " ‘ M " ‘I‘It‘is'pointed‘oufthat by‘rneans' of the apparatus de 

scribed,'_al' ‘single'tu‘rning 'oper'ation'enables' ‘a miner to very 
‘ convenientlytumfona light‘ beam and fc'cnsh, ‘and this" 
step'ma'y‘ be ’qui‘ck_ly"carried out by hand‘ while the lamp 
is"supi:'>orted'fon 'the’ head.“ "Such "'an‘ ‘operation may; "in? 
the event there is asud'den ?lament‘failuféfberepeated‘ 
tof‘not“only“renew 'the'li'glit but‘to' obtain‘ the proper 
foeussing‘ With‘lit‘tle interruption ‘or 'los's'"o_f'itirfie‘ in‘ they 
case "of“such'“a failure?‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ " ‘ 

~‘An important" advantage of the invention is the broad 
focussing’adjustments' possible; since" each? ?lament f'p‘e'rl" 
mits ‘a miner; within limits, to“ obtain the sharpness "or 
spread ‘of ‘light; beamv which ‘he ?nds ‘most "convenient for“ 
his'"work': ' This may'vary with-the‘typie'p‘of ‘work which 
a‘mine'r"m'ay be'doing. For ‘example,‘a' miner operating 
from the back of a long mining machine‘ would want as’ 
Sharp a" beam'" as possible‘so" that it wouldlpenetrate 
through dust ‘and spray." On‘ the other hand, a man 
repairing afmoto'r or‘ doingclose, Work underground 
might v‘require a'bro‘ader light‘pattern to ‘minimize sharp‘ 
gradations-from darkness to‘brightness. 1 ' ' ' ‘ ' ' 

Another ‘advantage of ‘the invention‘is-compensation for 
variation‘i'n the‘ ?lament ‘l'ocation"wh'ich 'comrnonly oc 
curs ‘in the'rnanfacture er bulbs.'_"'All.bulbs," as manu 
fa'ctured; are 'not"'exactlyl. ‘uniform in the location of 
?lament, and‘the‘invention-compensates t‘hisby providing 
for a‘ focus‘in a range of_ positions"whichwillltake care 
of any variations 'withra' minimum of dii?culty. ' 

:An'o'ther' advantage’of the speci?c arrangement described 
is that instead of one ?lamentfbein‘gfec‘iuired to operate 
all’qof'rthei'twime until" failure," therei' willvaufoni'atiéally 
oc’eufan alternating‘Y'typ‘eeof bperation'sinceitlieir '4 
switch enérg es ?rst onelandl are ' lpther:v ?lai'ne 
The net" ‘res, lti‘fof} ~this ii‘iayuwell H ' " 
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operating life from a lamp before a bulb replacement 
operation is required. It will further be appreciated that 
the desirable two ?lament operation described‘is accom 
plished with both safety and durability being main 
tained. 

_ The invention has been described in one preferred form 
in which a two ?lament rotor switch is combined with 
focussing position apparatus. It should, be understood 
that various changes and modi?cations may be resorted 
to in connection with this structural formof the invention 
and, similarly, I may desire to employ the combination 
rotor switch and focuss'ing apparatus with various other 
?lament arrangements, either of a single ?lament or a 
plurality of ?laments in excess of the two illustrated. 
The scope of the invention is to be understood as 

being de?ned by the appended claims. 
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 

' 1. Miner’s lamp structure including a lamp enclosure 
body, a lamp unit detachably supported in the enclosure 
body, said lamp runit having independently operated 
?laments, electrical means for energizing said ?laments 
and an electrical rotary switch device for selectively clos 
ing an electrical circuit through either of said ?laments, 
and axially movable re?ector apparatus responsive to 
rotative movement of the electrical switch device for 
focussing a re?ected beam of light from either of said 
?laments in said lamp. ‘ . 

2. A miner’s lamp construction comprising in com 
bination a lamp enclosure body, a lamp unit removably 
supported therein, said lamp unit including a tubular 
socket ?xed centrally in the enclosure body and having 
a pair of electrical contact elements, a bulb member dis 
posed in the socket and presenting a pair of'?laments 
occurring in electrically connected relationship to said 
electrical contact elements to'constitu-te two independent 
sources through which current may ?ow, a storage bat 
tery and electrical conductor means leading therefrom‘, 
a rotary switch device for closing a circuit through one 
of said ?laments and simultaneously opening a circuit 
through the remaining ?lament, a re?ector mounted 
around the bulb and slidable axially on said socket, 
re?ector positioning mechanism pivotally attached at one 
side of the enclosure body, eccentric means forming 
a part of said rotary electrical switch operatively con 
nected to the re?ector positioning mechanism, and said 
eccentric adapted upon rotary movement of the switch 
device to move the re?ector into focussing relationship 
with respect to a ?lament which is being energized. 

3. A structure according to claim 2 in which the elec 
trical switch device consists of a cylindrical conductor, 
a pair of oppositely disposed spring contact arms and a 
semi-circular insulating body extending around one of 
the cylindrical portions. 

4. Miner’s lamp construction comprising in combina 
tion a lamp enclosure body having a lamp unit supported 
therein, said lamp unit including a socket and a bulb 
engaged in the socket, a re?ector member including a 
tubular supporting part slidably mounted around the 
socket, a re?ector positioning mechanism consisting of 
pivoted arms engageable with the tubular portion of the 
re?ector, said pivoted arms being formed with bifurcated 
extremities, eccentric means engaged in the bifurcated 
extremities, a storage battery having electrical conduc 
tor means leading into the said enclosure body, and 
switch means integral with the eccentric means for en 
ergizing said ?laments selectively and in a sequence which 
is determined by the position of said eccentric means. 

5. Miner’s lamp construction comprising in combina 
tion a lamp enclosure body, a lens, a bezel for securing 
the lens at one side of the enclosure body, a socket ?xed 
at an opposite side of the enclosure body and having 
a pair of electrical spring contacts projecting therefrom, 
a bulb resiliently supported between the lens 'and' said 
spring contacts in said socket, said bulb presenting a pair 
pf ?laments occurring in electrically connected relation 
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6 
ship to.said electrical contacts in the socket thereby to 
constitute two independent sources of illumination, an 
electrical terminal secured within the enclosure body at 
one side thereof and having a notched spring arm ex 
tending upwardly therefrom, a storage battery and elec 
trical conductor means connected through the enclosure 
body to said terminal, a rotor switch device rotatably 
mounted‘in the enclosure body inrcontact with said spring 
arms, said switch device including a rotor consisting of 
a pair of spaced-apart cylindrically shaped electrical con 
ductor parts, 'an eccentric element joining the cylindrical 
parts together, one of said cylindrically shaped, conductor 
parts having grooves formed in its peripheral surface 
'for engaging with said notched spring arm and releasably 
securing the switch rotor parts in an “off” position, the 
second cylindrically shaped conductor_portion of the 
rotor switch device having an insulating member pro 
jecting from its peripheral surface and extending around 
the periphery through an arc of 180°, a pair of spring 
contact arms resiliently engaged at either side of said 
second cylindrical conductor part and electrically con 
nected to respective ?laments of the bulb, said spring 
contact arms and insulating member cooperating with 
the said second'cylindrical conductor to open and close 
a circuit through each of the ?laments in a predetermined 
sequence, a re?ector having a tubular extension slidably 
disposed on the socket, a reflector positioning mechanism 
pivoted in the enclosure body ‘at a point opposite from 
the rotor switch, said re?ector positioning mechanism 
including a pair of arms engaged with said tubular ex 
tension to provide axial movement of the latter part 
when the arms are pivoted, said arms having their ex 
tremities engaged around the said eccentric element and 
insulating collar means for lying between the eccentric 
andthe arm extremities. 

6. In an electric lamp, an enclosure body, a bulb 
supported in a socket in said enclosure body and in 
cluding ?laments .for independent illumination, circuit 
means for connecting a source of current with the ?la 
ments in said bulb for illuminating said ?laments, switch 
means controlling said circuit means for selectively en 
er'gizing said ?laments, a movably mounted re?ector for 
said bulb, operating means connected to and actuated 
by said switch means, and means connecting said operat 
ing means and said re?ector for adjustment of the lat 
ter upon operation of said operating means, said operat 
ing means being movable in opposite sectors, said switch 
energizing a di?erent one of said ?laments when said 
operating means is moved in each of said sectors, said 
connecting means moving said re?ector through a range 
of adjustment in each of said sectors for modifying the 
light distribution from the illuminated ?lament. 

7. In an electric lamp, an enclosure body, a bulb 
supported in a socket in said enclosure body and in 
cluding ?laments for independent illumination, circuit 
means for connecting a source of current with the ?la 
ments in said bulb for illuminating said ?laments, switch 
means controlling said circuit means, said switch means 
being movable to two positions for independently illumi 
nating said ?laments, a movably mounted re?ector for 
said lbulb, operating means connected to and actuated 
by said switch means, means connecting said operating 
means and said re?ector for adjustment of the latter upon 
operation of 'said switch means, said re?ector having a 
similar pattern of movement upon actuation of said 
operating means by said switch means ‘when the latter 
is moved to either of its two positions to provide a range 
of adjustment for modifying the light distribution from 
either of the illuminated ?laments. 

8. In a miner’s electric lamp, a lamp enclosure body, 
a bulb supported in a socket in said enclosure body 
and including ?laments for independent illumination, a 
source of current for said bulb for supplying current to 
either of said ?lament elements, circuit means connect 
ing the source of current with, the ?laments in said bulb 
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for illuminating said‘ ?laments, switch means controlling 
saidcircuits means for selectively illuminating said ?la 
merits, a-moii‘ably mounted re?ector for said bulb, and 
means operated by said switch means and interposed be 
tween said "switch means and said re?ector and connected 
with the latter for moving the ‘same upon movement of 
the switch when the switch is operated to selectively 
illuminate said ‘?lament, whereby operation of the switch 
will actuate the movably mounted re?ector form-modify‘ 
ing the ‘light distribution regardless of which ?lament is 
illuminated. I v, 
' 9. ‘In an electric lamp, an enclosure body, ‘a bulb sup‘L 
ported in a socket in said "enclosure body and including 
?laments for independent illumination, ~circuit means for 
connecting a source of current with the ?laments in said 
bulb for illuminating said ?laments, switch means con 
trolling said circuit means ‘for selectively energizing said 
?laments, ‘a movably mounted re?ector for said bulb, 
operating means connected to and actuated by said switch 
means, means connecting said operating means and said 
re?ector for adjustment of the latter upon operation of 
said switch means, ‘said operating means being reversely 
movable in the directions of the axis of said bulb, said 
switch energizing a different one of said ?laments when 
said operating means is moved in each of said directions, 
and said connecting means moving said re?ector through 
a range of adjustments in each of said directions for 
modifying the light distribution from the illuminated 
?lament. 

10. In an electric lamp, a lamp enclosure body, a bulb 
supported in a socket in said enclosure body and includ 
ing ?lament elements for independent illumination, cir 
cuit means for connecting a source of current with the 
?laments in said bulb for illuminating said ?laments, 
switch meanscontrolling said circuit means for selectively 
illuminating said ?laments, a movably mounted re?ector 
for said ‘bulb, ‘and means connecting said switch means 
and said re?ector for movement of the latter upon move 
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ment of said switch to‘ selectively illuminate said ?la- , 
ments, whereby operation of said switch will modify the 
position of the movably mounted re?ector to focus the 
light from the illuminated ?lament. 

11. In an electric lamp, an enclosure body, a bulb 
supported in a socket in said enclosure body and includ 
ing ?lament elements for independent illumination, cir 
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cuit means for connecting a source of current with the 
?laments in said bulb for illuminating said ?laments, 
switch means controlling said circuit means for selec* 
tively illuminating said ?laments, a movably mounted 
re?ector for said bulb positioned in said enclosure body, 
and means connecting said switch means and said re?ec 
tor for movement of the latter upon operation of said 
switch, whereby operation of said switch will alter the 
position of the movably mounted re?ector to modify the 
light distribution from the illuminated ?lament. 

12. In an electric lamp, an enclosure body, a bulb 
supported in a socket in said enclosure-body and includ 
ing ?laments for independent illumination, circuit means 
for connecting a source of current with the ?laments. in 
said bulb for illuminating said ?laments, rotatable switch 
means controlling said circuit means, said rotatable 
switch means being movable to two positions for inde 
pendently illuminating said ?laments, a member eccen 
tric to the axis of said rotatable switch means carried 
thereby and movable vtherewith, a movably mounted re 
?ector for said bulb, operating means connected with 
said eccentric means and actuated by movement of said 
switch means, means connecting said operating means 
and said re?ector for adjustment of the latter upon op 
eration‘of'said switch means, said re?ector having a simi 
larfpat'tern'of movement upon actuation of said operating 
means by said switch means when the latter is moved to 
either of its two positions to provide a range of adjust 
ment ‘for modifying ‘the light distribution from either of 
vthe illuminated ?laments. 

~13. The structure of claim 12 characterized in that 
the operating means connected with the eccentric means 
and actuated by movement of the switch includes an arm 
pivoted at one extremity, connected with the re?ector ‘at 
its medial portion and engaging the eccentric portion car 
ried by the switch at its other extremity. 
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